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Understanding the Anatomy of Dystonia: Determinants of
Penetrance and Phenotype
Renata P Lerner, BS, Martin Niethammer, MD, PhD, and David Eidelberg, MD
Center for Neurosciences, The Feinstein Institute for Medical Research, Manhasset, NY, USA

Abstract
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The dystonias comprise a group of syndromes characterized by prolonged involuntary muscle
contractions resulting in repetitive movements and abnormal postures. Primary dystonia has been
associated with over 14 different genotypes, most of which follow an autosomal dominant
inheritance pattern with reduced penetrance. Independent of etiology, the disease is characterized
by extensive variability in disease phenotype and clinical severity. Recent neuroimaging studies
investigating this phenomenon in manifesting and non-manifesting genetic carriers of dystonia
have discovered microstructural integrity differences in the cerebello-thalamo-cortical tract in both
groups related to disease penetrance. Further study suggests these differences to be specific to
subrolandic white matter regions somatotopically related to clinical phenotype. Clinical severity
was correlated to the degree of microstructural change. These findings suggest a mechanism for
the penetrance and clinical variability observed in dystonia and may represent a novel therapeutic
target for patients with refractory limb symptoms.
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Introduction
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Dystonia is the third most prevalent movement disorder after essential tremor and
Parkinson’s disease [1]. Clinically, the dystonias comprise a group of syndromes
characterized by prolonged involuntary muscle contractions resulting in repetitive
movements and abnormal postures [1]. Classification can be done on the basis of symptom
distribution, disease onset age, and underlying etiology. Dystonia can be focal, affecting a
single muscle group (i.e., dystonias such as writer’s cramp, blepharospasm, or torticollis), or
generalized, with the involvement of multiple muscle groups throughout the body [2-4].
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Symptoms may first appear anytime from childhood to adulthood, with earlier onset
generally associated with a genetic etiology [5, 6].
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From both clinical and research perspectives it is probably most useful to classify the
disease on the basis of etiology. Primary dystonia is defined by the absence of associated
disease and lack of a defined cause [7], whereas secondary dystonia develops secondary to
an event, such as medications or neurological lesions. Primary dystonia can occur
sporadically, or be inherited. Over 14 different genes have been identified to be associated
with dystonia, with the majority following an autosomal dominant pattern with incomplete
penetrance [1]. In pure primary dystonia, where torsion dystonia (with or without tremor) is
the only symptom, the most common mutation, DYT1, has a clinical penetrance rate of 30%
in carriers [8], whereas in DYT6, another associated mutation, symptoms occur in about
60% of its carriers [9, 10]. Clinically, both mutations are associated with early onset
dystonia, either in childhood or adolescence, but both demonstrate high phenotypic
variability, ranging from different focal manifestations to generalized symptoms [5].
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Despite the genetic advancements in the field of dystonia, the pathophysiology accounting
for penetrance and symptom variability remains elusive. The DYT1 mutation results in a
GAG deletion in the coding region for TorsinA, a member of the AAA+ superfamily of
ATPases, but this protein’s precise function is unknown, though it appears important for
cellular compartments and synaptic vesicle machinery [5, 11]. It still remains to be
confirmed if this mutation results in a loss of function or gain of function [5, 12]. The
pathophysiology of the DYT6 mutation is not well defined either. Multiple mutations in this
gene have been associated to DYT6 dystonia in the THAP1 gene, including different
frameshift, missense and nonsense mutations [5, 13]. Different mutations are associated with
different clinical presentations [14-16]. The THAP1 gene encodes for a protein with DNAbinding properties, believed to regulate gene transcription [5, 17]. Cellular studies have
shown that THAP1 may normally bind to the TOR1A promoter downregulating TorsinA
expression. Its mutated form, on the other hand, is unable to repress this transcription [18,
19]. Although this study provides a potential link between DYT1 and DYT6 dystonias, the
relationship between the molecular pathology and anatomical basis of disease remains to be
shown.
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Historically, dystonia has been viewed as a disorder involving the basal ganglia and the
thalamus [20-25]. This view is strengthened by clinical observations; lesions in the basal
ganglia can trigger symptomatic dystonia, and the globus pallidus internus is a common
target for therapeutic intervention [26, 27]. Nonetheless, post-mortem neuropathological
studies, often limited by small sample sizes, have led to inconclusive results with no obvious
single neurodegenerative process [28, 29]. Imaging studies, on the other hand, have shown
abnormalities in various brain regions [30-33]. However, motor control is subserved by
pathways linking the basal ganglia and the cerebellum to cortical areas. Indeed, it appears
increasingly apparent from clinical data and animal models that cerebellar pathways may
play a role in the pathophysiology of dystonia [20, 27, 31, 34-41]. In this review, we
summarize recent neuroimaging findings in primary dystonia, focusing on lesions in
cerebellar projections, and describing how this work has led to a compelling explanation for
the variability in dystonia penetrance and phenotype, possibly opening up new avenues for
treatment.

Microstructural Pathway Abnormalities
Primary dystonia is characterized by its absence of brain lesions on routine imaging, which
does not preclude the presence of subtle microstructural or functional lesions. Diffusion
tensor imaging (DTI), which uses the index of fractional anisotropy (FA) based on the
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direction of water diffusion, can detect areas of disordered diffusion, thereby indicating
microstructural abnormalities. Indeed, such DTI studies have reported abnormalities
throughout the brain. Among the hereditary dystonias, previous studies have found
abnormalities in the subgyral white matter of the sensorimotor cortex in both manifesting
and non-manifesting DYT1 and DYT6 carriers compared to controls [42-44]. In DYT-11
positive myoclonus-dystonia patients, the subthalamic area was found to be abnormal
compared to control subjects [45]. Several different studies of primary cervical dystonia
have found abnormalities throughout the putamen, pallidum, corpus callosum, prefrontal
cortex and thalamus [30, 46-49]. Although these studies have identified regions of
abnormalities in patients compared to controls, the majority do not identify genotype or
phenotype-specific changes that can account for the characteristic penetrance and
phenotypic variability of dystonia. Of note, dorsal pontine microstructural abnormalities in
the vicinity of the superior cerebellar peduncle have been shown to be greater in manifesting
than non-manifesting carriers [44]. Moreover, the degree of structural integrity loss in this
region correlates with abnormally elevated expression of a movement-related metabolic
pattern [50]. What then is the evidence that alteration in the cerebello-thalamo-cortical
(CbTC) projections is linked to both penetrance and phenotypic variability in primary
dystonia?

Cerebellar Connectivity and Penetrance
NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Previous studies of sporadic dystonias have also demonstrated involvement of the CbTC
pathways. Patients with writer’s cramp have decreased gray matter volume in the
cerebellum, thalamus, and somatosensory cortex, as well as diffusion abnormalities in fiber
tracts connecting somatosensory cortex and subcortical areas [34, 42]. Bonilha et al. found
reduced thalamo-prefrontal connections in patients with cervical dystonia [47].
However, by their nature, studies of sporadic dystonia are limited to symptomatic
individuals. In contrast, the reduced penetrance in DYT1 and DYT6 dystonias allows for the
identification of genotype-specific traits without confounding clinical factors. By combining
high-field (3T) DTI and probabilistic tractography, Argyelan and colleagues have identified
genotype-specific fiber tract differences between manifesting and non-manifesting DYT1
and DYT6 mutation carriers [51]. With this approach, manifesting and non-manifesting
carriers were found to have reduced fiber tract integrity in their cerebellothalamic tract
irrespective of clinical status (Fig. 1A, B). Further analysis revealed that cerebellothalamic
connectivity in non-manifesting carriers was less reduced than in manifesting carriers,
intermediate between manifesting carriers and controls.
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The degree of structural abnormality was negatively correlated with regional blood flow
(rCBF) values (measured with H215O PET) in the sensorimotor cortex (SMC) and the
supplementary motor area (SMA), such that a greater cerebellar tract disruption was
correlated with increased motor cortical metabolism (Fig. 1C). Thus, a loss of these
cerebellar pathways, developmental or acquired, may lead to dystonia in manifesting
subjects via loss of cortical inhibition. Nevertheless, as both manifesting and nonmanifesting carriers exhibited reduced cerebellothalamic connectivity, this reduction in fiber
integrity is unlikely to be sufficient to explain the reduced penetrance of DYT1 and DYT6
carriers.
Indeed, a further search subsequently revealed an additional tract abnormality, which
differentiated between manifesting and non-manifesting DYT1/DYT6 carriers. Nonmanifesting individuals were found to have an additional connectivity abnormality in the
thalamocortical segment of the CbTC projection to the SMC and the SMA, in tandem to the
first lesion. Manifesting individuals, on the other hand, had a connectivity value
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intermediate to that of control and non-manifesting subjects, suggesting a greater
preservation of fibers in manifesting than in non-manifesting individuals (Fig. 1D). This
finding supports a potential model for penetrance in dystonia: reduced connectivity in the
proximal segment of CbTC projections, present in all carriers, would result in symptom
manifestation due to reduced cortical inhibition, unless this transmission was disrupted by a
second lesion in the distal segment of the tract, as seen in non-manifesting carriers (Fig. 1A).
Further support for this model of penetrance was gained by Monte Carlo simulation [51].
The difference between the connectivity values in the proximal and distal segments of the
CbTC pathways was used as an index of relative integrity. Assigning random values to each
segment within the range of measured connectivity values in the DYT1 carriers and normal
controls resulted in predicted penetrance of 20-50%, depending on the level of correlation
assumed between the two segments. Based on the observed correlation value of 0.56 (as
measured in DYT1 and control subjects), these Monte Carlo simulations predicted a
penetrance of 36%, which is in accordance with published values of DYT1 penetrance (Fig.
1E) [9, 10].
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A recent post-mortem neuropathological study of cervical dystonia reported results
consistent with the tandem-lesion model. Purkinje cell linear density was reduced in subjects
with THAP1 sequence variants independent of clinically reported symptoms [28]. Although
the THAP1 sequence variation in the control subjects was an incidental finding, the
comparison of the association between Purkinje cell density in subjects with or without
THAP1 sequence variation was actually stronger than the comparison of Purkinje cell
density versus clinical manifestation (Fig. 2). While it remains to be determined if all the
THAP1 variants in this study are indeed pathogenic mutations, the results of this study
suggest that genetic-specific differences can result in Purkinje cell reduction in the
cerebellum, independent of clinical status.

Confirmation of the Tandem-Lesion Model in a DYT1 Mouse Model
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Several animal models of dystonia have implicated the cerebellum in the pathophysiology of
dystonia [52-55]. Kainate microinjections into the cerebellar vermis of mice induce dosedependent dystonic movements [36], and conditional elimination of Purkinje cells in
tottering mice is sufficient to cause dystonia [38]. Of note, subclinical lesions in the striatum
worsen kainate-induced dystonia, suggesting a functional relationship between the basal
ganglia and cerebellum [35]. However, these models do not address the role of lesions in the
CbTC pathway observed in the human subjects, prompting a similar multimodal imaging
study of PET, high-field MR DTI and tractography using DYT1 knock-in (KI) mice models
and their littermate controls [56]. DYT1 KI mice contain the GAG deletion in the
endogenous murine torsinA allele, representing a genetic model of human dystonia.
However, this animal model does not exhibit a motor phenotype [56]. Similar to the nonpenetrant human DYT1 carriers, all individual KI animals exhibited abnormally reduced
connectivity in both the cerebellothalamic and thalamocortical segment of the CbTC tract,
with a greater reduction seen in the integrity of the distal tract (Fig. 3A) [56]. Additionally,
DYT1 KI mice exhibited correlations of metabolic abnormalities and structural
abnormalities similar to human studies [51, 56]. The metabolic activity in the right
sensorimotor cortex (S1M1) was found to be negatively correlated to the FA values from the
superior cerebellar tract (corresponding to the proximal CbTC tract segment), while
positively correlated to subcortical white matter FA values (corresponding to the distal
CbTC tract segment) (Fig. 3B, C). Moreover, Monte Carlo simulations predicted a low
penetrance rate in these mice, owing to significantly higher correlation values between the
proximal and distal CbTC lesions in mice compared to humans (0.9 vs. 0.56).
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It is interesting to note that DYT1 KI models revealed additional microstructural
abnormalities not previously found in the human studies. In addition to the two previously
described tract abnormalities, mutant mice exhibited significantly reduced FA values in
bilateral thalamostriatal tracts. Additionally, unilateral abnormalities were detected in
several regions identified to be conduit regions of the basal ganglia to the cerebellum. The
detection of these additional areas may be due to the higher sensitivity of the scanning
modalities in conjunction with the genetic homogeneity of the animals. Furthermore, other
studies of DYT1 KI mice have recently reported microstructural abnormalities in the
dopaminergic systems, including decreased numbers of tyrosine hydroxylase-positive
neurons, reduced dendrites with fewer spines, and a reduced ratio of axo-spinous to axodendritic synaptic inputs from glutamatergic and dopaminergic sources [57, 58].

Connectivity and Phenotype
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As previously discussed, regions recently implicated from human studies in the pathology of
dystonia have included the brainstem, subthalamic nucleus, basal ganglia areas such as
putamen and pallidum, as well as cerebellar regions. All these implicated pathways appear
to be vastly interconnected and play different roles in coordinating motor movements [30,
45]. The heterogeneity of the etiologies and phenotypes of dystonia examined in these
studies may suggest independent pathologies for these different disorders. However, it is
intriguing to theorize that regardless of etiology or phenotype, the symptoms of dystonia
could be dictated by the overall balance between connectivity along different motor
pathways. The tandem-lesion model suggests a mechanism that can explain the partial
penetrance of genetic dystonias based on presence of microstructural abnormalities in the
brain. Nevertheless, primary dystonia, both genetic and sporadic, exhibits wide variations in
phenotype, even in individuals within the same family. Recently, Vo et al. examined the
notion that the tandem-lesion model could be applied to account for this phenotype
variability observed in primary torsion dystonia [59].
Expanding on the tandem-lesion model, dystonia subjects with different phenotypes were
compared using DTI in order to detect microstructural differences associated with specific
limb involvement. Tract associations were determined by a voxel-wise comparison of DTI
scans, and specific neuroanatomical tracts were identified via tract reconstructions.
According to the tandem-lesion model, a penetrant phenotype should be associated with
somatotopic-specific alterations in the thalamocortical projections. Specifically, if the
thalamocortical lesion results in reduced penetrance, one might expect that this lesion might
be present only in fiber tracts relating to the unaffected limbs.
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Indeed, subjects with leg dystonia were found to have intact subcortical microstructural
integrity (compared to healthy controls) adjacent to the motor cortical leg area while
subjects whose dystonia did not involve the leg exhibited significantly reduced connectivity
in this region, similar to non-manifesting carriers. Likewise, subjects with dystonia
involving the left arm demonstrated intact arm projections subjacent to the motor cortical
arm area, while those without involvement of the left arm showed reduced integrity of fibers
in this region. Furthermore, these structural changes were phenotype-specific such that an
individual with upper limb symptoms had intact projections to the arm region with reduced
projections to the leg region. The converse was also true for subjects with leg symptoms,
who had intact projections to the leg region and reduced projections to the arm region. In all
subjects, these findings were anatomically specific to thalamocortical fibers, without
analogous reductions in corticostriatal or corticospinal fiber counts.
This study also examined the extent to which microstructural changes were correlated to
symptom severity. Compared to control subjects, significant hemispheric asymmetries were
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found in subjects whose symptoms were restricted to the dominant right arm. In this cohort,
arm-related FA values were lower in the hemisphere opposite the asymptomatic limb
compared to the hemisphere controlling the clinically affected limb, where FA values were
in normal range. In subjects with bilateral arm involvement, hemispheric differences were
more subtle and may not have been discernible at the smoothing levels used in the data
analysis. However, when the right hemispheric cluster identified in the subjects with left arm
dystonia was transposed to a mirror region on the left hemisphere, these values were
correlated with right arm dystonia severity, demonstrating that a higher score in dystonia
severity rating is associated with greater fiber preservation. These data suggest that clinical
severity, in addition to clinical distribution, is associated with somatotopic-specific changes
in thalamocortical projections.
The proximal cerebellothalamic lesion was also confirmed in DYT1 and DYT6 subjects of
this cohort, who exhibited cerebellothalamic FA reductions in a similar region as that of the
Argyelan et al. study [51]. The presence of this lesion appeared mainly genotype-related, as
subjects with sporadic dystonia, had less consistent reductions in this region when analyzed
on an individual level. Overall, 85% (11/13) of genetic carriers were found to have
cerebellar FA reductions greater than 1 standard deviation below the mean, whereas only
57% (4/7) of sporadic cases were found to have an FA reduction of this magnitude.
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Conclusion
Due to the absence of pathological lesions in post-mortem brains, imaging studies have been
great use for the study of dystonia. Recent neuroimaging studies have described an
interesting model explaining the variability in disease penetrance and phenotype. Further
studies of animal models and patient populations are needed to elucidate a precise
connection between the structural-functional aspect of the disease to the molecular
pathology and genetic etiology. A mouse model with independent lesions of the two sections
of the CbTC pathway would be invaluable, as it would be possible to verify the proposition
that penetrance, phenotype and clinical severity are all determined by somatotopicallyrelevant fiber changes.
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Meanwhile, these recent discoveries may be utilized to better guide current treatment
protocols. Internal globus pallidus (GPi) deep brain stimulation (DBS) is an effective
treatment option for patients with generalized or focal dystonia [60-62]. Although this
treatment offers relief for many patients, it is not 100% effective [63-65]. In patients with
refractory limb symptoms, for whom GPi DBS does not work, it may be beneficial to
selectively target the affected thalamocortical fiber pathways for stimulation [59]. In theory,
if the tandem-lesion model holds true, it would be possible to ablate specific fibers for a
permanent “cure” of the symptoms.
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Figure 1. Cerebello-thalamo-cortical connectivity regulates penetrance in dystonia

A tandem-lesion model is proposed to predict penetrance in genetic carriers of primary
torsion dystonia. A. Diagram representation of the tandem-lesion model [51]. In this model,
serial lesions in the cerebello-thalamo-cortical pathway, represented by an X, determine
clinical penetrance of dystonia symptoms in manifesting (MAN) and non-manifesting (NM)
DYT1 and DYT6 carriers. B. Connectivity values of the proximal cerebello-thalamo-cortical
lesion for control (NL), non-manifesting and manifesting DYT1 and DYT6 carriers.
Cerebellothalamic projections were abnormally reduced in genetic carriers relative to
control (p<0.01 and p<0.001, Mann-Whitney U-tests). Test of trends reveals a significant
decreasing group-wise trend in DYT1 and DYT6 carriers (NL>NM>MAN; p<0.001 and
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p=0.002 for DYT1 and DYT6, respectively). C. Voxel-wise searches revealed areas with
significant correlation between cerebellar connectivity and rCBF values in several clusters
during task performance. In cerebral blood flow plots, blue represents movement and orange
represents rest. Motor activation responses indicate the difference [Δ= (move-rest)].
Cerebellar connectivity was negatively correlated with motor cortical activation. This
correlation was movement specific in the SMC (MOVE: r=−0.85, p=0.002; REST: r=−0.27,
p=0.44; MOVE - REST: r=−0.63, p=0.052) and task-independent in the SMA (MOVE: r=
−0.87, p=0.001; REST: r=−0.76, p=0.011). D. Connectivity values of the distal cerebellothalamo-cortical lesion for control, non-manifesting and manifesting DYT1 and DYT6
carriers. Test of trends reveals a different trend (NL> MAN> NM) for this cluster
(thalamocortical tract) in DYT1 and DYT6 carriers (p<0.002 and p=0.0025). E. Monte
Carlo simulations to predict penetrance using randomly generated connectivity values for
proximal and distal cerebello-thalamo-cortical tract. A correlation coefficient of 0.56, based
on human DYT1 carrier and control values, predicts a penetrance rate of approximately
36%. A correlation coefficient of 0.9, based on DYT1 KI mouse model and their littermate
controls (see text), predicts a penetrance rate of <20%. (Figure 1A: Reprinted with
permission from Elsevier: Niethammer M, Carbon M, Argyelan M, and Eidelberg D.
Hereditary dystonia as a neurodevelopmental circuit disorder: Evidence from neuroimaging.
Neurobiol Dis. 2011;42:202-9) [21]. (Figures B-E: Adapted from: Argyelan M, Carbon M,
Niethammer M, et al.: Cerebellothalamocortical connectivity regulates penetrance in
dystonia. The Journal of neuroscience: the official journal of the Society for Neuroscience.
2009;29:9740-7) [51].
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Figure 2. Cervical dystonia is correlated with a reduced Purkinje cell linear density independent
of clinical manifestations

A. Box and whisker plot and individual data points, comparing cervical dystonia with
control subjects. Cervical dystonia (CD) was associated with significantly lower Purkinje
cell linear density (p<0.05) B. Cases with THAP1 sequence variation (THAP1 sv+) had
lower Purkinje cell linear density counts. Regression analysis showed that Purkinje cell
linear density of THAP1 sv+ was significantly lower compared to THAP1 negative cases
(THAP1 sv−) (p<0.05). (In A, open and closed circles represent the data for THAP1 positive
and negative cases within each group. In B, open and closed circles represent the data for
CD and controls within each THAP1 group.) (Reprinted with permission from Elsevier:
Prudente CN, Pardo CA, Xiao J, et al. Neuropathology of cervical dystonia. Experimental
neurology. 2013;241:95-104) [28**].
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Figure 3. Comparison of connectivity values between human and mouse studies and metabolic
abnormalities in mutant animals

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

A. Regional differences in pathway microstructure: mechanism of penetrance. Left.
Fractional anisotropy (FA) measured in the superior cerebellar (SC) pathway and in the
subcortical white matter (SWM) subjacent to primary sensorimotor cortex in 12 manifesting
(MAN) and eight non-manifesting (NM) genetic carriers of dystonia. For each region,
individual subject FA values were z-transformed with respect to the corresponding cluster
values from eight age-matched normal control subjects. Each of the two groups of gene
carriers exhibited significant FA reductions in cerebellum relative to controls (p<0.001,
Student’s t-test). By contrast, manifesting subjects had normal z-transformed values in the
SWM, compared to non-manifesting carriers who had reduced values compared to control
subjects (p<0.0001, Student’s t-test). Right. Analogous connectivity values in SC and SWM
of DYT1 knock-in (KI) mice. Like human NM subjects, DYT1 KI mice had significantly
reduced FA values in the SWM (p<0.0001, Student’s t-test). B. Voxel-wise multiple
regression analysis revealed a relationship between connectivity values from proximal and
distal cerebello-thalamocortical segments to the right sensorimotor cortex (S1M1) (yellow/
red). This area was in close proximity to distal tract abnormality (blue). Color scale
represents a t-value threshold of 5.89, corresponding to p<0.001. C. Multiple regression
analysis examining relationship of proximal and distal pathway tract segments to S1M1
metabolic activity revealed a significant relationship between these measures (p<0.0001)
expressed by y=ax1+bx1+c where a=−10.02 (p=0.0002), b=4.60 (p=0.0017), and c=1.01
(p=0.0034). The contribution of each abnormal white matter cluster to the metabolic activity
is represented by the leverage plots. (Adapted from: Ulug AM, Vo A, Argyelan M, et al.
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Cerebellothalamocortical pathway abnormalities in torsinA DYT1 knock-in mice.
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America.
2011;108:6638-43) [56**].
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